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Recent time-resolved optical and electrometric experiments have provided a sequence of events for the proton-translocating mechanism of
cytochrome c oxidase. These data also set limits for the mechanistic, kinetic, and thermodynamic parameters of the proton pump, which are
analysed here in some detail. The analysis yields limit values for the pK of the “pump site”, its modulation during the proton-pumping process, and
suggests its identity in the structure. Special emphasis is made on side-reactions that may short-circuit the pump, and the means by which these
may be avoided. We will also discuss the most prominent proton pumping mechanisms proposed to date in relation to these data.
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Cell respiration in most aerobic organisms depends on one or
several membrane-bound heme-copper oxidases which harness
the high oxidising potential of dioxygen as the acceptor of the
electrons derived from the oxidation of protein, carbohydrate
and fat, thus maximising free energy release for the cells'
demands. Despite substantial structural diversity among extreme
members of the heme-copper oxidase enzyme family, they all
share a basic structure [1–7] comprising two heme groups
(hemes a and a3 in the cytochrome c oxidases considered here)
within the bacterial or inner mitochondrial membrane, of which
heme a3 forms a binuclear O2-reduction site with an adjacent
copper ion (CuB). The other heme lies almost at van der Waals'Abbreviations: Cyt. c, cytochrome c; Em, midpoint redox potential at pH 7;
eT, electron transfer; K, equilibrium constant; N-side, negatively charged
aqueous side of the membrane; pK, -log10 (acid dissociation constant); P-side,
positively charged aqueous side of the membrane; pmf, protonmotive force; pT,
proton transfer
☆ For simplicity, we adopt the amino acid numbering of subunit I of
cytochrome c oxidase from bovine heart mitochondria irrespective of the
organism from which the enzyme has been isolated.
⁎ Corresponding author.
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doi:10.1016/j.bbabio.2007.06.008contact with heme a3, and serves as an important “electron-
queuing” devise [8] that donates one electron at the time to the
O2 reduction site. The heme-copper oxidases are remarkable
molecular machines that convert much of the free energy
released in the reduction of O2 to water into an electrochemical
proton gradient across the membrane [8–11]. A proton gradient
is the primarily generated form of energy not only in cell res-
piration, but also in photosynthesis [12], and is thus a funda-
mental form of energy for virtually all forms of life, which is
utilised for various energy-requiring purposes, most prominent-
ly for the synthesis of ATP, the energy-currency of the cell. It has
been established that the energy-transducing function of the
heme-copper oxidases stems from their functioning as redox-
driven proton pumps, and from the “directionality” of the
chemistry where the electrons and protons required for O2
reduction to water are taken up from opposite sides of the
membrane [8–11]. As will be discussed below, these two
functions are intimately connected in the catalytic mechanism.
Several proposals for the mechanism of proton translocation
by the heme-copper oxidases have been presented (see below)
during the 30 years since its discovery in mitochondria [13] and
in bacteria [14–17], and this era has seen both colourful
disputes and controversy. The problem has rightfully been
deemed as one of the greatest challenges in bioenergetics and
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reached, we are today much closer to the solution due to the
combined efforts of structural biology, time-resolved spectros-
copy and related biophysical techniques, and more recently in
computational chemistry. Here, we will attempt to describe the
current knowledge, as we see it, spurred by recent experimental
findings that have not been thoroughly analysed up till now.
Based on time-resolved measurements of electron and
charge translocation we have recently presented a scheme
[18–20] of how proton translocation may occur in the heme-
copper oxidases. This model is essentially one of electrostatic
coupling between electron and proton transfer, a key element of
which is a protonatable “pump site” (or several such sites), here
called X, that is electrostatically coupled to heme a, and the
heme a3 and CuB centres of the O2 reduction site. This model
differs from proposals where mere oxidoreduction of heme a
drives proton translocation [21–23], but is reminiscent of
models proposed by Morgan et al. [24], Rich [25], Michel [26],
and Siletsky et al. [27]. In these latter models the proton to be
pumped across the membrane is initially transferred from the
negatively charged aqueous N-side of the membrane to a “pump
site” (or “trap site”, Ref. [25]) within the protein. A central
element of these proposals is that this proton is expelled from
the pump site towards the P-side of the membrane by elec-
trostatic repulsion from uptake of the “chemical” proton into the
binuclear site, which completes the oxygen chemistry—
a notion first proposed in [24] and [25]. Morgan et al. [24]
suggested the pump site to be a dissociated histidine ligand ofFig. 1. Reaction sequence of the proton-pumping mechanism. State 0 defines the ide
experiments in Ref. [20], except for 0→ I, which is based on Ref. [48]. Equilibriu
Approximate pK values for the pump site X are noted (see text). Filled red areas indCuB (cf. Ref. [1]), but this idea was abandoned when kinetic
data revealed an H+/e− stoichiometry of unity for each pumping
step in the catalytic cycle [28,29], which corrected a previous
view based on equilibrium experiments with mitochondria [30].
Popovic and Stuchebrukhov [31] have proposed a related
model, where the pump site is suggested to be the δN of the his-
291 ligand of CuB (bovine numbering)
*.
On this basis there seems to be a consensus on some of the
major mechanistic principles of the proton pump, despite
differences in details (Section 14). However, two proposed
mechanisms are distinctly different. Tsukihara et al. [23] base
their model on a “H-pathway” of proton transfer, which passes
near the formyl group of heme a on its way from the N-to the P-
side of the membrane (see Section 14). A recent model proposed
by Brzezinski and Larsson [32] is also fundamentally different
from those briefly outlined above. Here, initial electron transfer
to the binuclear site leads to uptake of the chemical proton to that
site from glu-242 at the end of the D-pathway of proton transfer
(see below). Proton transfer to the binuclear heme-copper site is
thus proposed to be the primary event that triggers a local
conformational change (and a shift of pK) that leads to uptake of
the pumped proton into the “pump site” (via glu-242). Finally,
reprotonation of glu-242 causes relaxation of the conformational
change with expulsion of the proton to the positively charged P-
side of the membrane. In a later study, Brändén et al. [33]
modified this sequence and suggested that proton transfer from
glu-242 to the binuclear site, protonation of the “pump site”, and
reprotonation of glu-242, in that order, precede electron transferntity of centres of electron and proton transfer. Time constants are based on the
m constants (K=final/initial) are based on Ref. [20] and the text (cf. Fig. 3).
icate the position of the electron; filled blue areas show the position of protons.
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models will be further discussed below (Section 14).
Here, we will analyse our current model of proton trans-
location based on the experimental data in [20]. A related purely
computational analysis was recently published by Olsson et al.
[34]. Our treatment yields information on the mechanistic and
energetic properties of the pump, such as estimates of the pK
values of the “pump site”, and an indication of its identity.
2. The model
Fig. 1 describes our model [20] of one of the four proton-
pumping reaction steps of the catalytic cycle of cytochrome c
oxidase (see below). It is mainly based on experimental
findings following electron photoinjection into the activated
oxidised state of cytochrome c oxidase from P. denitrificans
[20], and thus primarily describes the transition in the catalytic
cycle from the oxidised state (OH) to the one-electron-reduced
state (EH) of the binuclear centre (Fig. 2). We expect that also
the three other proton-pumping cycles (Fig. 2) follow the same
main principles (but, see Section 13), albeit the final electron
(and proton) acceptor in the heme a3/CuB site varies. The
numbering of states in Fig. 1 corresponds to those defined
previously [20], with the addition of state 0 which is equivalent
to state VI from the viewpoint of the proton-pumping cycle.Fig. 2. The catalytic cycle of cytochrome c oxidase. Only the states of the
binuclear centre are shown, including heme a3, CuB and the conserved tyrosine-
244 (tyr-OH, tyr-O− and tyr-O, for the protonated, deprotonated and neutral
radical forms, respectively). Red arrows indicate translocation of one proton
across the membrane. The green arrow indicates binding of O2 into the reduced
binuclear site. The blue arrow denotes the reduction of bound oxygen in the site.
Not shown is the PR state, which is formed from state Awhen the fully reduced
enzyme reacts with O2, and includes transfer of the electron from heme a to the
binuclear centre. The structure of PR is equivalent to PM, except that the tyr-244
radical is reduced to tyrosinate [90], or the same as state F but with an OH−
ligand instead of water on CuB. The scheme shows the activated “pulsed” states
OH and EH populated during turnover (see Section 15). Note that we prefer a
version of the cycle where tyrosine-244 remains deprotonated until the reductive
phase ([110]; Wikström, unpublished).We emphasise that the rate of the reaction V→VI as deduced
from [20] is less reliable than the other rates of the cycle in
Fig. 1. This rate was obtained solely as a residue of the
membrane potential kinetics after fitting the latter with the rates
of the other transitions of the cycle, as observed spectroscop-
ically. Also, in other electron injection experiments (see e.g.
Ref. [27]) only two electrogenic phases due to pT have usually
been observed (corresponding to II→ III and IV→V) after the
fast electrogenic phase due to eT (I→ II). Consequently, state
V, as drawn in Fig. 1, should be viewed with some caution,
especially since it is a state where there is transient charge
imbalance at the binuclear centre.
The scheme in Fig. 1 shows four redox-active cofactors.
CuA is the immediate electron acceptor from cytochrome c and
lies at the interface between the external aqueous P-side and the
membrane [35]. Heme a lies inside the membrane at a distance
from this interface that corresponds to 1/3 of the total mem-
brane dielectric [28]; next to it is heme a3, which like its
associated CuB centre lies at the same level in the membrane
[1–5]. The two latter redox centres constitute the binuclear site
of O2 reduction; this site requires O2 binding and electron and
proton transfer to it to produce water. Note that according to
our current view, H2O is produced during the later stages of the
catalytic cycle (Fig. 2).
In addition, Fig. 1 shows a “pump site”, X, which has so far
not been identified. This is the site where the proton to be
pumped across the membrane is initially transferred from the
N-side before it is ejected to the P-side, and the pK of which is
modulated by the redox reactions. There are not many
alternatives to the identity of X as it needs to be a protonatable
site that exhibits strong coupling to the redox changes in heme a
and the binuclear site. Plausible possibilities based on the X-ray
structures [1–5] are the four heme propionates [1], the
δ-nitrogen of histidine 291* [31], and the water cluster above
the heme groups. Below, we will discuss these possibilities.
3. The pathways of proton uptake
Proton uptake from the N-side of the membrane takes
place via two well-established pathways, the so-called D-and
K-channels [9–11]. Involvement of the so-called H-pathway
[23] in transfer of the pumped proton will be discussed in
Section 14. The logical idea that the D-and K-channels would
correspond, respectively, to the uptake pathways of pumped and
chemical protons [1] does not hold. Instead, it appears that
whilst all four pumped protons are taken up via the D-pathway
the two chemical protons taken up during the PM→F and
F→OH transitions (Fig. 2) are also transferred via the D-
pathway, and that the K-pathway is responsible for uptake of at
least one (and probably both, see below) of the chemical protons
during OH→R [10,11,36,37]. The cause of this duality is a
prominent unsolved issue. pT via the K-pathway can be very
fast, of the order of 50 μs [38], and a major question is therefore
why this path is not used during the transitions from PM to OH
(Fig. 2). The fast rate of pT via the K-pathway was measured for
the direction of pT from the binuclear site to the N-side of the
membrane, i.e. in the reverse direction compared to forward
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much slower as it may be limited by the rate by which protons
from the aqueous phase enter the pathway. Proton uptake is
strongly enhanced for the case of the D-pathway due to proton-
collecting “antenna” groups around its entrance [37]; the
apparent lack of such groups around the orifice of the K-
pathway might make proton uptake much slower. However, this
explanation does not appear sufficient, because mutational
blockade of the D-pathway does not result in significant enzyme
activity that would depend on proton uptake via the K-pathway:
forward pT in the latter pathway must be possible at a rate of at
least ∼1000 s−1 (when Vmax=2000 electrons×s−1). A possible
explanation is offered below.
According to our model (Fig. 1), electron transfer to the
binuclear site depends on prior uptake of a proton into the pump
site X. The model thus predicts that in the reductive phase of the
catalytic cycle (OH→EH→R; Fig. 2) the reduction of the
binuclear site should be kinetically impaired by blocking the
D-pathway. However, mutating the asp-91 at the entrance of the
D-pathway to asparagine still allowed fast reduction of about one
half of heme a3 in cytochrome c oxidase from P. denitrificans,
although reduction of the other half was severely slowed down
[39]. Such fast heme a3 reduction is not consistent with the
model, unless there is a “stored proton” in the D-pathway above
the entrance that may be recruited for pT to the X site. Glu-242
might be such a proton donor. Moreover, recent computational
work [40] has suggested that a water cluster just below glu-242
may be protonated in the ground state. On this basis, the result in
[39] may be reinterpreted to suggest that the fast partial reduction
of heme a3 in the asp-91/asn mutant enzyme is due to transient
protonation of the site X by a proton within the D-pathway.
Therefore, proton transfer to the pump site X may indeed be a
prerequisite for fast reduction of the binuclear site, in accordance
with our model.
We should also consider why the K-pathway cannot
substitute for the D-pathway in overcoming mutations in the
latter. The K-pathway transfers protons to be consumed at the
binuclear site, but it is incapable of transferring a proton to X,
whereas the D-pathway is capable of both. Electron transfer
from heme a to the binuclear site without a proton in site X may
be very unfavourable energetically ([41]; see below), and
conversely, proton transfer to the binuclear site without an
electron in the latter is also thermodynamically unfavourable.
Therefore, if protonation of the group X is impaired, turnover
will be slow despite an “open” K-pathway.
Nevertheless, these notions do not explain the reciprocal
case, viz. why uptake of chemical protons via the D-pathway
cannot substitute for a blockade of the K-pathway. This is
particularly odd because uptake of the chemical protons is
known to occur via the D-pathway during the PM→F→OH
sequence. We suspect that this may have to do with the different
chemistry at the binuclear centre in the four electron-transfer
reactions of the catalytic cycle. More specifically, it might be the
discrete protonation state of the binuclear site in the
OH→EH→R sequence that prevents its protonation by Glu-
242 via the D-pathway. Such preference could be achieved if
tyr-244 is the proton acceptor, if it has not been reprotonatedduring the PM→F→OH sequence (Fig. 2), and if its
reprotonation is possible only via the K-pathway.
Finally, we note that proton uptake via the K-pathway during
enzyme reduction is not restricted to the “resting” form of the
enzyme (cf. Section 15), but is also essential in the activated
“pulsed” enzyme [42]. A possible mechanism of controlling pT
via the K-pathway is suggested in Section 15.
4. General thermodynamic parameters
The catalytic cycle of cytochrome c oxidase (Fig. 2) may be
divided into three types of reactions, (i) the binding of O2 to the
reduced catalytic site (green arrow), (ii) splitting of the O\O
bond by internal electron and proton transfer (blue arrow), and
(iii), four one-electron transfer reactions (white arrows), each of
which is coupled to uptake of a chemical proton into the active
site, and to pumping (red arrow) of another proton across the
membrane [42]. Each of the latter reactions constitutes a
proton-pumping cycle which may be considered to be basically
the same mechanistically (but see Section 13). The overall
driving force for the catalytic cycle is obtained from the redox
potential difference between the electron donor (cyt. c; Em
270 mV) and the acceptor (O2/H2O; Em 815 mV). Here, we use
800 mV as the potential of the O2/H2O couple (corresponding
to ca. 120 μM O2) because the standard potential (815 mV, Ref.
[43]) is defined at a fugacity of 1 atm O2 (ca. 1.2 mM), which is
an unrealistic value for biological systems. The O2 concentra-
tions in tissues are generally well below 20 μM, but closer to
120 μM in most experimental conditions. Analogously, since
cyt. c usually runs less than 50% reduced in aerobic steady
states, we use a potential of 300 mV for the electron donor.
This yields a driving force of 500 mV per electron or 46.0 kcal/
mol for the overall four-electron reaction. Dioxygen binding (i)
and formation of the PM state (ii) are not coupled to proton
pumping (Fig. 2; [44]), and we therefore subtract the
corresponding free energies to get the free energy of the
proton-pumping steps. Binding of O2 to the reduced binuclear
site in the step forming state A is isergonic (∼0 kcal/mol;
[45,46]). The following reaction, where the O\O bond is
broken to form the so-called PM intermediate goes to
completion (confidence level ca. 1%), and is thus exergonic
by at least 2.8 kcal/mol. Blomberg et al. [47] reported a value
of −3.6 kcal/mol from quantum-chemical calculations, which
will be used here. Subtracting this from the total energy
available yields 42.4 kcal/mol, which corresponds to an
average driving force of 10.6 kcal/mol (460 mV) for each of
the four proton pumping reactions (iii) in the cycle. It is
interesting that this driving force is very close to the energy of
transferring two electric charges against a proton-motive force
of ca. 220 mV across the membrane, which shows that the
proton pump of cytochrome c oxidase can operate close to
thermodynamic equilibrium (see below).
5. Energetics of the pump cycle
We will start the discussion from state I (Fig. 1) where an
electron has been transferred to the CuA site from cytochrome
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between states 0 and I, which turns out to be important in the
understanding of the process as a whole. In the next step
(I→ II) with the apparent time constant (τ) of 10 μs, the
electron at CuA equilibrates with heme a so that the occu-
pancy ratio between states II and I is about 70/30 [20]. Thus,
the forward and reverse rate constants of electron transfer
from CuA to heme a are 7×10
4 s−1 (or 14 μs) and
3×104 s−1 (or 33 μs), respectively (cf. Ref. [48]). Thermo-
dynamic equilibrium is a reasonable approximation, because
the next reaction (II→ III) is much slower (τ ∼150 μs).
Using the midpoint redox potential (Em) of CuA as a refe-
rence (250 mV, Ref. [49]), the near equilibrium position
means that the Em of heme a is about 270 mV at this stage.
For a system containing a single electron, this Em of heme a
appears very low at first sight [43], but it is also supported by
earlier kinetic data [48,50,51]. The electrometric data showed
that the fast heme a reduction is not associated with vectorial
proton uptake [20], nor is the electron transfer from CuA to
heme a dependent on pH or on heavy water substitution
[27,52,53]. We conclude, therefore, that this is the Em value
of heme a before equilibration with protons (Em
alk). The Em of
heme a is known to be pH-dependent in cases where the
binuclear centre is oxidised [22,43,49], but on the fast time
scale of the I→ II transition proton equilibration has not yet
taken place (see below).
In states I and II it is evident that there is no reduction of
either heme a3 or CuB within experimental error (∼1%). Yet,
the heme–heme electron transfer occurs in nanoseconds
[54,55]. Evidently, the Em values of heme a3 and CuB in
these states are therefore ≥120 mV lower than the Em of heme
a, i.e. ≤150 mV, and thus the lack of electron occupancy in
the binuclear centre is of thermodynamic origin. This turns out
to be a crucial property of the pump mechanism, as discussed
below.
The 150 μs reaction, step II→ III, is of special interest,
because it is accompanied by uptake of the first proton as
determined electrometrically [20]. As discussed previously
[20], this is the proton to be pumped across the membrane,
which is first taken up into the “pump site” (contrast Refs.
[32,33]), located above the heme groups. The following step,
III→ IV, is a fast (nanosecond) electron equilibration between
the heme groups; uptake of the proton into X has raised the Em
of heme a3 to allow this. In a time sequence, it would thus
look as if this entire proton uptake were connected with
oxidation of heme a. The IV/III equilibrium is approximately
60/40 [20], which implies that now the Em of heme a3 is about
10 mV higher than the Em of heme a. But the Em of heme a
has also been raised from the situation before proton uptake,
because no significant population of states I or II is observed
after the 150 μs phase. The kinetic data do not allow de-
termination of this new Em, but equilibrium redox titrations
have shown that the Em of heme a is ca. 390 mV at pH 7 in
the P. denitrificans enzyme [49], and we adopt this expe-
rimental value for states III and IV. From this value it follows
that the Em of heme a3 has been raised to ∼400 mV in these
states.These numbers may now be used to estimate the pKr values
of the group X, i.e. the pK of this group when the electron
resides in heme a or heme a3, respectively.
pKr ¼ E
pH
m  Ealkm
60
þ pH ð1Þ
where Em
alk for hemes a and a3 were estimated above, and Em
pH
is the Em at pH=7. Based on Eq. (1) the 120 mV rise in the Em
of heme a on protonation of X at our “standard” pH=7
suggests that the pKr of X is about 9.0 in state III, and the
250 mV rise in the Em of heme a3 suggests a pK
r of ≥11.2 in
state IV. The proton affinity of X is thus much higher when the
electron resides in heme a3 (state IV) than when it resides in
heme a (state III), and in this quasi-equilibrium the energy
gain by the increased affinity for protons is balanced by the
raised electron affinity of heme a3.
We may also write the following scheme of thermodynamic
interactions
where superscripts r and o stand for reduced and oxidised,
0 and H denote unprotonated and protonated states of the
group X, and ΔEm is the difference in Em between the hemes.
Therefore,
pKa3 ¼ pKa þ DE
0
m  DEHm
60
ð2Þ
describes the relationship between the two pK values of X with
hemes a and a3 reduced, respectively, and the difference in Em
values between the two hemes in the unprotonated and pro-
tonated states. The stronger electrostatic interaction energy
between heme a3 and X suggests that the pump site is located
closer to heme a3 than to heme a (see below).
6. Energy levels
The energy drop in II→ III where a proton is taken up from
a medium with standard pH=7 to the group X with a pK of 9 is
2.8 kcal/mol, and state IV lies 0.25 kcal/mol (10 mV) lower, as
shown in Fig. 3.
Our next task is to evaluate the energy level of state V
relative to the previous states. The IV→V transition goes to
completion within experimental error [20], so the drop in
energy is at least 2.8 kcal/mol. This reaction involves electron
transfer from heme a3 to CuB and uptake of the chemical
proton to a ligand of the latter. Since there is no significant
Fig. 3. Energy profile for the reaction sequence in Fig. 1 at zero protonmotive
force. The energy levels are indicated in kcal/mol. See the text for details.
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conclude that the Em of CuB in these states is ≥120 mV
lower than that of heme a, i.e. ≤270 mV. In contrast, in state
V the Em of CuB must be ≥120 mV higher than that of heme
a3, which must itself be higher than the value of 400 mV in
state IV due to the chemical proton taken up. It follows that
the Em of CuB is at least 520 mV in state V, and that it has
thus risen by more than 250 mV.
The final reaction step, V→VI, constitutes release of the
proton from X into the external medium. The energy drop of
this reaction is related to the pKo value of X, which is the pK in
the absence of an electron since state VI corresponds to state 0
with the electronic charge at the binuclear site fully compen-
sated by the chemical proton. If y is the energy drop (in kcal/
mol) at pH 7 for reaction V→VI, it follows that
y ¼ ð7 pKoÞ  1:38 ð3Þ
where 1.38 is the conversion factor between pK units and
energy (in kcal/mol). We allow 2 per cent protonation of X in
equilibrium with P-phase, minimising decoupling of the pump
by starting a new reaction cycle with X protonated (see section
9). This yields a reasonable pKo value of 5.3. y is then
∼2.4 kcal/mol, and since the energy level for state VI is known
(Fig. 3), the energy drop for IV→V is ∼5.8 kcal/mol.
If x is the drop in free energy for IV→V, then
x ¼ ðpKB  7Þ  1:38 ðDEm  0:023Þ ð4Þ
where pKB is the pK of the proton acceptor in the binuclear site in
state V, and ΔEm (in millivolts) is the difference in redoxpotential between heme a3 and CuB in state IV (see above).
Using the assessed values for x andΔEm, pKB will attain a value
of ca. 13, which reinforces the notion that it is indeed the
exergonicity of the uptake of the substrate proton (reaction
IV→V) that provides the main driving force in the pump
mechanism. It also confirms that the “vectorial chemistry” of
electron and proton uptake into the binuclear site is a key
property of the proton pump [24,25], as well as being responsible
for separating one of the two charges across the membrane per
transferred electron.
7. The identity of X
As already pointed out, the protonatable pump site X appears
to lie closer to heme a3 than to heme a because of its much
stronger interaction with the former. From the above analysis
we concluded that the pKo (no electron) of X is about 5.3, and
that pKr is 9.0 and 11.2 with the electron at heme a and a3,
respectively. The ΔpK values are thus 3.7 and 5.9, respectively
for the effect of the electron at heme a and a3 on the proton
affinity of X, which yields a ratio of 1.6. For the electrostatic
interaction between either heme and the protonatable site X, we
may write.
DpK ¼ e
2
4pee0rkT
ð5Þ
(see Ref. [56]), where r is the distance between X and heme a or
a3, the other symbols having their conventional meaning.
Assuming a homogeneous dielectric, the ΔpK ratio of 1.6
should therefore be equivalent to the distance ratio (heme a to
X)/(heme a3 to X), where the centre of charge change on oxi-
doreduction is taken to be the heme iron. We may use this ratio
to explore the identity of X, and therefore the heme a pro-
pionates and the D-propionate of heme a3 may be excluded as
the pump site X because the distance ratio for these is less than
1.1. The distance ratios for the δ-nitrogen of his-291 and for the
A-propionate of heme a3 are 2.2 and 1.8, respectively;
particularly the latter is evidently a good candidate of being
identical to X.
At T=300 K Eq. (5) can be written in the form
e ¼ 556=rDpK ð6Þ
where r is the distance in Å between the heme iron (a or a3) and
X. From this equation follows that if either the A-propionate
of heme a3 or the δ-nitrogen of his-291 is indeed identical to X,
the average dielectric constant ε is about 11–12 in this domain,
which must be considered a reasonable number (see Ref. [34]),
especially since it only depends on our assessment of the ΔpK
values and the actual distances between the hemes and the two
candidates for site X.
It is important to note that this tentative identity of X by no
means excludes a key role of the D-propionate of heme a3 as a
transient protonatable residue in the transfer of the pumped
proton to X [1,57,58]. The D-propionate of heme a3 resides
about 1.5 times closer to heme a than the A-propionate and
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pK by some 5.6 units (the pK of X was raised by 3.7 units),
which would facilitate proton transfer from glu-242 to the X-site
via this residue. We note further that proton transfer from glu-
242 to the D-propionate may require dissociation of the ion pair
between the propionate and arg-438, which we have found to
occur by a spontaneous thermal fluctuation [59].
8. Activation energies and transition states
Estimates of the activation free energies for the different
reactions in the pump cycle (Fig. 1) may be obtained from the
observed rates. Here, we must keep in mind that these rates
derive specifically from the OH→EH transition (Ref. [20]; Fig.
2), and are different in the other proton-pumping transitions of
the catalytic cycle (see 13). For simplicity, we use Eyring
transition state theory with a standard prefactor of 6.3×1012 s−1
for the reaction steps II→ III, IV→VandV→VI, and arrive at
activation energies of, 12.3, 13.3, and 14.0 kcal/mol, respec-
tively. Note here the relative uncertainty of the rate of the last
reaction step, V→VI (see Section 2). For the pure electron
transfer steps I→ II and III→ IV we have used Marcus theory
[60] with a prefactor determined from the edge-to-edge distance
between donor and acceptor [61]. We have added these
activation barriers to the scheme of Fig. 3, but we emphasise
that except for the eT steps I→ II and III→ IV, the barriers are
likely to be too high as they assume a transmission coefficient of
unity, and do not account for frictional forces typical of the
dynamics of protein structures [62]. According to work by
Maneg et al. [63] the activation free energy for 0→ I, i.e. the
electron transfer from cytochrome c to CuA, is 14.3 kcal/mol.
To this we need to add ∼0.7 kcal/mol to yield a barrier of
∼15 kcal/mol, as we are considering a situation where the
potential of cyt. c is 300 mV (Section 4). This reaction may thus
be one of the slowest steps in the pump cycle under normal
turnover conditions, which is not due to slow eT from bound
cyt. c to CuA [48], but to the activation energy for binding
reduced cyt. c, or more likely, to dissociation of the oxidised
form (see below).
An important issue is whether or not the protonmotive force
across the membrane will affect the activation barriers, in
particular those of proton transfer. Proton transfer to the pump
site X is expected to be initiated by pT from glu-242 to the D-
propionate of heme a3. The transition state may be envisaged as
a state where the proton has been transferred to the first or
second water molecule in the array between glu-242 and the
D-propionate, as deduced from the analogous case of pT from
asp-96 to the Schiff base in bacteriorhodopsin [64], or where the
D-propionate has transiently become protonated before further
pT to the pump site X. In both cases, the distance of charge
separation across the dielectric is very small, which suggests
that the protonmotive force will not have a significant effect on
the barrier. The same is true for proton transfer from the
D-propionate(a3) to either the A-propionate(a3) or the δ-
nitrogen of his-291, both of which would occur essentially
parallel to the membrane plane, presumably assisted by water
molecules seen in the X-ray structures [3,23,65,66]. The heightof the barrier for pT between glu-242 and the D-propionate will
be composed of at least three factors, viz. the energy of
organising the intervening water molecules in a Grotthuss array,
the energy of dissociating the propionate–arginine pair [59],
and the barrier for the pT as such, of which the latter is
presumably very small [64]. On the other hand, pT from the N-
side of the membrane via the D-pathway to reprotonate glu-242,
as well as proton transfer via the K-pathway to the binuclear
site, take place across a substantial fraction of the membrane
dielectric. In both these cases the nature of the transition state is
difficult to predict. However, it seems likely that both pT
reactions are rate-limited by uptake of the proton into the
entrance of the pathway, in which case there will only be a very
small effect of protonmotive force on the activation energy. The
barrier for pT from the pump site to the P-side of the membrane
is also difficult to assess since the path is unknown, but also here
we assume that the transition state may not be significantly
affected by the protonmotive force, because the pump site X is
already located close to the outside aqueous phase.
9. Leak pathways without protonmotive force
A proton pump mechanism must be effectively secured from
electron and proton leaks (see also Refs. [11,34,43]). We may
now evaluate such potential leaks based on Fig. 3. We will first
assess such potential leaks in the situation without proton-
motive force, and return to the case with protonmotive force in
Section 10.
In order to effectively prevent short-circuit, the leak reaction
must have a rate that is at least ten times slower than the relevant
slowest step in the cycle to achieve an H+/e− stoichiometry of
N0.90. Thus, short-circuiting pathways initiated from inter-
mediates I–IV must have barriers that are N1.4 kcal/mol higher
than the intrinsic barrier for step IV→V (13.3 kcal/mol), i.e.
N14.7 kcal/mol, because the barrier for reversion of state V to
state IV is sufficiently high (19.1 kcal/mol) not to allow that
reaction during turnover. Analogously, leaks initiated from state
V must have barriers higher than 14.0+1.4 or 15.4 kcal/mol
(but see below).
Premature electron transfer to heme a3 in state II, before
uptake of the proton to X, is the first example and can give rise
to several leak pathways. With the Em values estimated above,
such eTwould be endergonic by≥2.8 kcal/mol. Subsequent pT
from the N-side to site X is allowable since it would produce
intermediate IV. However, if premature eT to heme a3 were
followed by pT into the binuclear site, the system would
obviously become “uncoupled”. Since the barrier for such pT is
13.3 kcal/mol (see step IV→V) the barrier for this leak reaction
would be at least 13.3+2.8=16.1 kcal/mol. Further, if after
premature eT to the binuclear site, there is transfer of a proton
from the positively charged P-side of the membrane to the pump
site X, the system would reach state IV in the main cycle, but
with the proton in X derived from the P-side, i.e. no proton-
pumping. The activation energy for this proton transfer should
be equivalent to that for the reaction VI→V in the main cycle
(16.4 kcal/mol, see Fig. 3), making the total barrier 2.8+
16.4=19.2 kcal/mol, again preventing such a leak. We
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by making this reaction unfavourable by ≥2.8 kcal/mol is an
important detail of the mechanism.
Premature pT from the N-side into the binuclear site in state
II (and I)must also be prevented (see also Section 3 for the role
of the K-pathway). The activation energy for this reaction is
13.3 kcal/mol as discussed above, but the reaction is expected to
be strongly endergonic, raising the energy level prior to eT
(activation energy 2.8 kcal/mol) to an unknown value E. Thus,
if E+2.8 kcal/mol significantly exceeds the barrier of the
slowest step in the normal sequence this leak would be
prevented. However, premature proton transfer to the binuclear
site with the electron residing in heme amay be prevented by an
additional kinetic barrier due to the orientation of the water
molecules in the cavity above glu-242, which favours pT from
glu-242 to X at the expense of pT to the binuclear site [67]. The
energetics and the mechanistic basis of this effect are currently
being evaluated (V. Kaila et al., in preparation). Preliminary
results suggest that the energy barrier against a “wrongly”
orientated water chain is considerable.
Next, we consider the situation in state II where the model
predicts the subsequent step to be uptake of the proton to be
pumped from the N-side (primarily from glu-242) into the pump
site X. The question arises why transfer of a proton to X could
not instead occur from the P-side of the membrane as the pK of
X has been raised due to reduction of heme a. Ideally, at this
stage the proton exit pathway between the P-side and X should
be closed by some kind of a gating mechanism (see e.g. Ref.
[11]), but there is no experimental evidence for that at this time.
However, pT from glu-242 to X via the D-propionate of heme
a3 may be much faster than pT from the P-side into X. We have
suggested that the electron at heme a will tend to arrange the
water molecules in an array from glu-242 to the D-propionate
on a picosecond time scale [67]. Such an arrangement will
increase the probability of dissociation of the propionate/
arginine ion pair [59], which is a prerequisite for the pT.
Moreover, the hydrogen-bonded water chain from glu-242 to
the propionate will impose a partial positive charge on the D-
propionate before the actual pT [67], which will transiently
oppose proton transfer into X from the P-side of the membrane.
In state V the protonated site X has a lowered pK value (see
above) that helps to eject the proton towards the P-side of the
membrane in V→VI. Transfer of this proton instead to the
opposite side of the membrane would obviously constitute a
serious leak. This leak reaction is reminiscent of the backward
III→ II reaction in the main cycle with a barrier of 15.1 kcal/
mol (Fig. 3), except that heme a is reduced in the latter case.
Here we are reminded of the proposal discussed above that pT
between site X and the N-side takes place via the D-propionate
of heme a3. The pK of this latter residue is expected to be raised
considerably (by ∼3 pK units, see above) by the electron in
heme a, favouring its protonation. It may therefore be argued
that the barrier against backward pT from X towards the N-side
in state V is higher by some 3 * 1.38∼4 kcal/mol relative to the
case where heme a is reduced, i.e. of the order of 19 kcal/mol. It
is noteworthy that this case also emphasises the risk of leakage
if heme a is reduced prematurely in state V (see below).The final leak to be considered is of special interest. The
slowest step of the pump cycle (disregarding 0→ I) is the step
V→VI, where the proton in X is ejected. This is reminiscent of
the conclusion by Salomonsson et al. [68] that proton ejection
from the pump site may normally be the rate-limiting step when
electron transfer is not limited by electron input from cyt. c
(single turnover experiments; but see Section 13). Clearly, if
the next electron were to arrive from cyt. c to heme a faster
than state V is dissipated, a situation would arise where the next
pump cycle would be started with the “old” proton at X, i.e. a
short-circuit of the pump. As already discussed, the activation
free energy for electron transfer into the enzyme (step 0→ I) is
∼15 kcal/mol. Interestingly, the barrier corresponding to the
rate of dissociation of the product ferricytochrome c, some-
times considered rate-limiting for the entire process, is of a
similar magnitude [69]. This barrier is higher than that for step
V→VI (14.0 kcal/mol), but does not appear sufficiently high
to prevent this short-circuit. However, as mentioned above
(Section 2) the rate of this reaction is less certain than those of
the others in the scheme of Fig. 1, and may be faster. We also
emphasise that the barrier of electron input from cyt. c must
not be too high either; if it is higher than the lowest barrier of
short-circuit, decoupling of the pump will also take place (see
Section 12).
We have estimated the pK of X to be ca. 5.3 in the oxidised
enzyme, or when reduction of the binuclear site has been
charge-compensated (see above). This implies that X would be
significantly protonated at thermodynamic equilibrium when
pH ≤6, and thus decoupling of the proton pump should be
observed in such conditions. Yet, the experimental observation
is a virtually constant H+/e− ratio of proton-pumping over a
wide pH range [70], albeit measurements well below pH 6 are
beset with technical problems. However, it should be borne in
mind that nearly all measurements of the H+/e− ratio are done
applying multiple turnovers, whereas proton equilibration
between X and the aqueous P-phase may only affect the very
first turnover. In subsequent turnovers there may not be
sufficient time for such proton equilibration, implying that
proton transfer from the P-phase to site X (∼7 s−1 with the
current pKo) should be significantly slower than the turnover of
the enzyme. Our current estimate is that the barrier for this pT is
∼16.4 kcal/mol (Fig. 3), i.e. not far from the estimated rate-
limiting barrier of electron input into the enzyme. However, it is
also known that the turnover rate increases with lowered pH
[69], which might provide the solution for this problem.
Our analysis emphasises the delicate balance between rates
of allowed and disallowed reactions in the pump mechanism,
and on this basis it may be surprising that the mechanism is
very robust allowing full stoichiometry of pumping even at
greatly decreased rates of electron and proton transfer (e.g.
[33]), and at high protonmotive force (Section 10), even though
mutations that compromise the pump have been found (see
Section 12). This discussion leads to predictions that can be
tested experimentally. If, for example, the rate of electron
transfer into the enzyme could be made sufficiently fast during
turnover conditions, a short-circuit of the proton pump would
be expected. Also, the very first turnover after equilibration at
Fig. 4. Energy profile for the reaction sequence in Fig. 1 at a membrane potential
of 170 mV. See the text for details.
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proton translocation.
10. Leak pathways in the presence of protonmotive force
The pumping mechanism is particularly vulnerable to leaks
when there is an electrochemical proton gradient across the
membrane. Remarkably, such leaks are insignificant in
mitochondria catalysing net ATP synthesis (“State 3”) where
the electrochemical proton gradient is of the order of 170 mV
[71], because the proton pump stoichiometry of cytochrome c
oxidase remains close to unity in such conditions [72]. In
“State 4” where the gradient is maximal (ca. 220 mV, Ref.
[71]), and where there is minimal flux through the respiratory
chain, there is no net synthesis of ATP and the rate of
generation of electrochemical potential is equal to the rate of
its dissipation. In this state the cytochrome oxidase proton
pump might “leak”, although this situation is very difficult to
assess experimentally.
In Fig. 4 we show the energy diagram for the case with a
membrane potential (ΔΨ) of 170 mV (the ΔpH term of the
pmf is neglected for simplicity), under which conditions the
proton pump stoichiometry has been found to be close to unity
[72]. Local activation barriers are assumed to be the same as at
ΔΨ=0 (Section 8). Electron transfer to heme a is assumed to
be opposed by 1/3 of ΔΨ, proton transfer from the N-side to
the binuclear site by 2/3 of ΔΨ, pT from the N-side to X by
80% and release of the X proton to the P-side by 20% of ΔΨ.
The latter values are rough estimates from the electrometric
data in [20].
In comparison with Fig. 3, it is seen from Fig. 4 that some
activation barriers are raised at 170 mV of membrane
potential due to the higher energy (lower occupancy) of
intermediate states. As anticipated, this puts further restric-
tions on the rates of short-circuit pathways, the barriers of
which must be N1.4 kcal/mol (for H+/e− N0.9) to 2.8 kcal/
mol (for H+/e− N0.99) higher than the barrier of the slowest
step (∼15.3 kcal/mol, for IV→V). We emphasise again that
the scheme of Fig. 1 and the data in [20] are based on the
OH→EH transition (Fig. 2), where some of the rates in the
pump cycle may be slower than for other transitions in the
catalytic cycle (Section 13).
Based on this analysis, the proton pump would clearly be
prone to short-circuits at the maximal pmf of 220–230 mV
[71], which may be the reason why equilibrium experiments
with mitochondria at high pmf resulted in too high
stoichiometries of the proton pump, and the erroneous
conclusion that proton translocation would be restricted to
the PM→F and F→OH transitions of the catalytic cycle
[30].
11. The role of glutamic acid 242
Glu-242 lies at the bottom of the D-pathway through which
all pumped protons are transferred (but, see Ref. [23] and
Section 13). Assuming that the D-pathway functions kinetically
as a pure proton conductor, the pump mechanism must assurethat glu-242 is protonated also at high protonmotive force in
order to be an effective proton donor to the pump site X, but also
to prevent back-leakage of protons (see Section 9). We propose
that this is the reason for the high pK of glu-242, a situation
reminiscent of the role of asp-96 in bacteriorhodopsin [73].
Moreover, it is likely that the carboxylic side chain of glu-242
will have to rotate from its crystal structure position at about the
middle of the membrane to a donor position about 2/3 of the
membrane from the N-side [74,75]. At a protonmotive force
(pmf) of 220 mV (5.1 kcal/mol) its pK in the donor position will
therefore be lowered by ∼2.5 pK units, which makes it
imperative that the pK at pmf=0 is ≥10.5–11.5 to assure a
protonation state of at least 90% at high pmf. This range is 1–2
units higher than the pK of glu-242 estimated from work by
Brzezinski et al. [76], but consistent with recent FTIR data [77].
Interestingly, it is also close to our estimate of the pK of X in
state IV (11.2).
Our model of proton translocation does not give any other
specific mechanistic role for glu-242, and this residue is indeed
replaced with full function in some members of the heme-
copper oxidases [78], even though its importance in the
oxidases where it exists is without question [79,80].
12. Mutations that decouple the proton pump
Using the quinol-oxidising cytochrome bo3 from Escheri-
chia coli, Thomas et al. [81] showed that blocking the input of
what is now known as the D-pathway of proton transfer by
mutating the equivalent of asp-91 to asparagine leads to de-
coupling of the proton pump, but also to diminished turnover of
the enzyme. This observation was confirmed in cytochrome c
oxidase from Rhodobacter sphaeroides [82], and provided the
first evidence for the role of the D-pathway in transferring the
pumped protons. However, even more compelling evidence was
presented with the finding that mutation of conserved
asparagines in the D-pathway (asn-98, asn-163) to aspartate
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unchanged or even increased overall turnover. Based on kinetic
experiments, the reason for this short-circuit has been attributed
to an electrostatic effect raising the pK of glu-242 [33], despite
the fact that the distance from the mutated asparagine domain to
glu-242 is ≥20Å. We offer an alternative explanation, in which
it is assumed that the rate of pT through the D-pathway to glu-
242 is slowed down in these mutants, albeit not so much as to
depress overall activity. We assume further that very fast
reprotonation of glu-242 must be assured to uphold the pump
mechanism. If pT in the D-pathway is slowed down, the steady
state population of the glu-242 anion will increase at the
expense of the protonated form. Such an effect will lower the
barrier for proton transfer from the outside (e.g. from the site X)
back to glu-242 (see Section 9), which will decouple the pump
mechanism. In such a case, the slowest step of the proton-
pumping cycle may be by-passed, which may be the reason for
the overall enhancement of steady state activity in one of the
asn/asp mutants.
Interestingly, Brändén et al. [33] showed that when asp-91
was mutated to asparagine in addition to the mutation of asn-98
to asp, proton-pumping in the steady state was regained even
though turnover was decreased to ∼20% of wild type enzyme.
At first sight this finding seems to contradict our proposal that
loss of proton-pumping in the asn-98/asp mutant is due to a
partial block of pT within the D-pathway. We suggest that the
rate-limiting step of pT is different in these two mutant
enzymes. The double mutant is comparable to the wild type
enzyme, except that the single aspartic acid is more deeply
buried at position 98 within the D-pathway. Consequently, the
rate-limiting step is the uptake of protons from the N-side into
asp-98. In the asn-98/asp single mutant, where position 91 at the
channel entrance is also occupied by an aspartate, the carboxylic
group of asp-98 may attain a very high pK value due to the
negatively charged asp-91. The pT from asp-98 to glu-242 may
therefore be unfavourable. In that case the pump site X will be
rapidly protonated by glu-242, but ineffective reprotonation by
asp-98 will favour pT back from X to glu-242, followed by
transfer of the proton to the binuclear site and decoupling the
pump. In contrast, in the double mutant, glu-242 will be readily
reprotonated by asp-98, which prevents proton back-leakage.
Whilst the asn-98-asp variant was reported not to exhibit
any proton-pumping activity in stopped-flow assays of cyto-
chrome oxidase vesicles with reduced cytochrome c as sub-
strate [83,84], some pumping activity was recorded for this
mutant using the O2-pulse technique in intact P. denitrificans
cells [84]. We have confirmed this observation, and moreover
we find a low but significant proton-pumping stoichiometry
(∼0.2 H+/e−) in vesicles reconstituted with this mutant enzyme
as determined by the O2 pulse method, but no pumping using
stopped-flow, in agreement with [83,84]; C. Ribacka et al.,
unpublished]. The O2 pulse method differs from the stopped-
flow technique in that in the former the donor, cytochrome c,
is kept highly reduced by an excess of reductant, whereas the
redox potential of cytochrome c is much higher on the average
during a stopped flow experiment where cytochrome c is the
ultimate electron donor. These observations suggest that whilstthe asn-98-asp mutation lowers the barrier for a leak pathway
(Section 9), this effect may be partially overcome by lowering
the barrier for electron input (reaction 0→ I, Fig. 1), accom-
plished by keeping cytochrome c highly reduced. These results
deserve further attention and confirmation, because if correct,
they may be an interesting example of the balance between
pumping and decoupled pathways of the mechanism, which
under normal conditions is robustly controlled, but where
failure may be observed with site-specific mutants.
13. The reaction of the fully reduced enzyme with O2
We note that our model (Fig. 1) is incomplete at least in one
respect. Consider state R in the catalytic cycle, where the
binuclear site is reduced and the electrons are charge-
compensated by protons (Fig. 2). Further reduction of heme a
in this state is predicted to cause protonation of X. Yet, it is
known experimentally that heme a oxidoreduction is only
weakly pH-dependent when the binuclear site is fully reduced
[86,87]. More importantly, this weak pH-dependence is not
exerted from the N-side of the membrane as predicted according
to the model in Fig. 1. It is thus clear experimentally that the
fully reduced and protonically charge-compensated binuclear
site profoundly changes the proton-dependence of heme a and
brings its Em to a very low value (ca. 220 mV). Whether this is
associated with lowering of the pK value of the X site will have
to be assessed by future work.
The initial steps in the reaction of the fully reduced enzyme
with O2 is another aberration from the scheme of Fig. 1. Here,
protonation of X by glu-242 appears to be the first step of the
pump mechanism after binding of O2 to the binuclear site,
occurring synchronously with electron transfer from heme a to
the binuclear site [18], which supports the view that X is not
protonated in the fully reduced enzyme. Although the fully
reduced state is unlikely to be relevant in physiological con-
ditions, its reaction with O2 is nevertheless associated with
proton-pumping [44,88] in a sequence of events that uniquely
shows kinetic distinction between electron transfer from heme a
to the binuclear site (in the so-called A→PR transition), and
proton uptake from the aqueous N-side of the membrane plus
release of the pumped proton to the P-side in the subsequent
PR→F transition. This sequence is different from Fig. 1 in
several respects: First, state III is not observed as an
intermediate, and secondly, although the PR state corresponds
to state IV, the donor of the proton in X (i.e. glu-242) has not
been reprotonated from the N-side of the membrane, which
occurs only in the next PR→F transition [44,88]. The PR state
also differs from state IV in that the electron acceptor is the
covalently bonded tyrosine-244 in the binuclear site [89,90],
and not heme a3. Finally, the rates in the reaction sequence
A→PR→F, which yields a full pumping cycle, correspond to
time constants of ca. 25 and 100 μs. These differences are of
importance since they demonstrate that the proton pump
mechanism is robust and may operate at velocities much faster
than those in Fig. 1, which is based on the OH→EH transition,
and even in a different order. The A→PR→F sequence also
demonstrates the very high proton transfer rate of the D-
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pumped and one chemical proton) occur within the ∼100 μs of
the PR→F transition.
There certainly are plausible reasons for these differences
relative to the events described in Fig. 1 and their rates. As
already pointed out, the Em of heme a is exceptionally low in
the fully reduced enzyme, but in addition the Em of the electron
acceptor (tyr-244) is expected [91] to be much higher than the
Em of heme a3 in state IV (400 mV). These differences may
explain why the early reaction with O2 shows no measurable
intermediate analogous to state III. However, the reason for the
very fast proton uptake from the N-side and proton release to the
P-side during PR→F, compared to the reactions IV→VI in
Fig. 1, is more obscure. One possibility is the known
engagement of the D-pathway for uptake of both protons
during PR→F, whereas uptake of the chemical proton in
OH→E (which is the basis of Fig. 1) takes place via the K-
pathway, which may be considerably slower (see Section 3).
This might also explain why proton release to the P-side of the
membrane is much slower in V→VI than during PR→F.
14. Comparison between models
As already briefly outlined (Section 1), some of the currently
proposed models for the proton translocation mechanism of
cytochrome c oxidase are similar in general outline but differ in
key details. The model by Brzezinski and Larsson [32] is an
outstanding exception in that it proposes electron transfer to the
binuclear site and transfer of the chemical proton from glu-242
to that site to initiate the mechanism. This notion is likely to
have be driven by the results from the exceptional reaction of
the fully reduced enzyme with O2 (Section 13), where early eT
from prereduced heme a to the binuclear site (during the step
A→PR; see Fig. 2) is known to occur. However, it was recently
shown that this reaction is accompanied by an internal proton
transfer [18] that cannot be attributed to pT to the binuclear site,
which would yield the F state, and which had been previously
overlooked in electrometric experiments due to its low
amplitude in comparison with membrane potential formation
during the subsequent step, PR→F [44]. In elegant expe-
riments, Faxén et al. [88] showed that both proton uptake from
the N-side and release on the P-side occur with kinetics
comparable to the PR→F reaction. It was concluded that
proton-pumping is not mechanistically coupled to electron
transfer, suggestive of a conformational mechanism, which was
the basis of proposing a new mechanistic principle of the pump.
We propose that this conclusion may be premature because
internal proton transfer was not measured in [88], and since
such internal pT, presumably from glu-242 to the pump site X,
was detected during the prior electron transfer step [18]. Finally,
we note that in the Brzezinski and Larsson mechanism [32] the
deprotonated glu-242, formed by pT to the binuclear site, is an
essential feature that gives rise to conformational changes which
initiate proton pumping. This mechanism does not therefore
account for proton-pumping during the OH→EH→R reactions,
where transfer of the “chemical” protons to the binuclear site
takes place via the K-pathway and glu-242 is not involved.Interestingly, the mechanisms of Brzezinski and Larsson
[32], Siletsky et al. [27] and Popovic and Stuchebrukhov [31]
all propose eT to the binuclear site as the initial step in the
sequence of proton translocation. In [27] and [31] this electron
transfer leads to proton transfer to the pump site, primarily from
the D-propionate/arg-438 ion pair, which is then reprotonated
by glu-242. As these authors point out, along with Tsukihara et
al. [23], this ion pair is hardly protonatable as such (but, see
Section 7 and Ref. [58]); we would claim that it is hardly
deprotonatable either. These three proposals put little or no
emphasis on the role of heme a, which is in contrast to the
proposals in [21–23,92] as well as to our suggestion here
(Fig. 1; cf. 18–20,64,93) of a key role in proton pumping of this
completely conserved redox centre. Mathematical modelling of
proton translocation indeed suggests that an electron donor site
in close proximity to the binuclear centre can greatly enhance
the proton-pumping efficiency, especially in the presence of a
protonmotive force across the membrane [93]. Our analysis of
potential leak reactions (Section 9) also indicates that premature
eT to the binuclear site may compromise the mechanism, and
experimentally such eT has been shown to be limited by proton
uptake [94].
Brändén et al. [33] significantly modified their earlier me-
chanism ([32]; see Section 1) to suggest that pT to the binuclear
site may initiate the sequence of events prior to electron transfer
to that site, which occurs only after protonation of the pump site.
We have already discussed the notion of pT to the binuclear site
at the stage where the electron still resides at heme a and we
consider that to be an improbable event both thermodyna-
mically and kinetically (Section 9). We also do not see why, in
this mechanism, initial protonation of the binuclear site would
not cause eT to that site prior to subsequent events.
Tsukihara et al. [23] and most recently Shimokata et al. [95]
have forcefully brought forward a model where a “H-pathway”
of proton transfer deduced from the crystal structure of the
mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase from bovine heart is
uniquely involved in transfer of the pumped proton, whilst the
D-and K-pathways are used for transfer of the “chemical” proton
to the binuclear centre. The major structural features of the
“H-pathway” are conserved in the best studied bacterial enzymes
(cytochromes aa3 from P. denitrificans and Rh. sphaeroides and
cytochrome bo3 from E. coli), except for aspartic acid 51, which
is found only in the enzymes from higher eukaryotes. Extensive
site-directed mutations of residues in the H-pathway of bacterial
oxidases have dismissed its importance in the function of these
enzymes [96,97]. Nevertheless, data with isolated mitoplasts
(i.e. mitochondria lacking the outer membrane) fromHeLa cells,
into which subunit I from the bovine enzyme has been inserted
by truly amazing technology [23,95] have been taken to support
the importance of the H-pathway in proton translocation. Three
mutations in the H-pathway of subunit I, using this hybrid
system, were reported to abolish proton-pumping without a
significant effect on turnover, in diametrical contrast to the
results in the bacterial enzymes [96,97]. Many questions remain
unanswered, however. A blockade of a proton-pumping
pathway should a priori also block the electron transfer reaction
which – by definition – is tightly coupled to proton-pumping.
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D-pathway of the bacterial enzymes (Section 12), it is
remarkable that all three mutation protocols in the H-pathway
of the bovine enzyme [23,95] block proton pumping without
effect on turnover. Unfortunately, the authors provide little
information on the statistics of their proton pumpmeasurements,
making it difficult to scrutinise them. Another difficulty is that
the reported rates of proton consumption with or without the
uncoupler FCCP show poor and variable respiratory control of
the mitoplasts [95].
Muramoto et al. [98] recently reported that Zn2+ (and Cd2+)
binds to a site close to his-503, located close to asp-91 at the
entrance of the D-pathway (cf. Ref. [99]). The location of Zn2+
was found in conditions comparable to those in experiments
with the enzyme from P. denitrificans, where proton pumping
was shown to be abolished by Zn2+ with only a modest effect on
the turnover [100]. The work by Aagaard and Brzezinski [101]
had already suggested that comparable concentrations of Zn2+
block proton uptake via the D-pathway. Thus, the binding of
Zn2+ to a site at the entrance of the D-pathway causes an effect
very similar to those of the mutations in the D-pathway dis-
cussed above (Section 12). In our view, the recent identification
of the binding site for Zn2+ in the crystal structure [98,99]
provides further strong support for the notion that the D-
pathway indeed conducts the pumped protons. For reasons not
understood, the authors in [98] question the possibility that
proton pumping may be lost by partial blockade of proton
uptake via the D-pathway, a scenario specifically discussed
above (Section 12).
Of the mechanisms discussed, those proposed by Rich et al.
[25,92] and Michel [26] are the ones most closely related to our
current view. Both emphasise reduction of heme a in initiating
the pump sequence, although this eT is coupled to protonation
of glu-242 in [92], and proton translocation during O→E is
absent in [26], occurring instead spontaneously on decay of the
PM state (contrast Ref. [44]).
15. The dynamics of water molecules
Each catalytic cycle produces two water molecules (Fig. 2),
which are probably ejected into the nonpolar cavity above
glu-242. Isotopically labelled product water is found near the
Mg/Mn site above the heme groups within some 6 ms after
mixing the enzyme with reduced cyt. c and 17O2 [102]. Mole-
cular dynamics simulations have suggested that water mole-
cules may reach the Mg/Mn site from the cavity via a
spontaneous dissociation of the D-propionate(a3)/arginine-438
ion pair [59]. Water molecules are constantly produced into the
cavity during activity and expelled from it. The dynamics of
this process is not fully understood, but may be of crucial
importance, because the water molecules in the cavity are
essential for proton transfer from glu-242 to the pump site X,
as well as to the oxygen reduction site [31,34,57,59,64,71,
72,103]. The fact that the fully oxidised enzyme, as isolated
(“resting” O state), is incapable of fast electron transfer from
heme a to the binuclear site and of proton translocation, but
requires reduction and reoxidation by O2 to achieve thesefunctions and to form the OH (“pulsed”) state [28,42,104,105],
could mean that the nonpolar cavity is devoid of water mole-
cules in state O, or contains a suboptimal number to allow pT.
As already discussed (Section 3), an “open” K-pathway may
not be capable of efficiently restoring such a deficit because
transfer of an uncompensated electron, or a proton, to the
binuclear site are each strongly endergonic processes (see also
below). Water production on reduction of the binuclear centre
(Fig. 2) may restore the situation, enabling protonation of the
pump site X via the D-pathway and the water molecules in the
cavity, thus lowering the thermodynamic barrier for eT to the
binuclear site.
Liu and Hill [106] recently showed that formamide blocks
electron transfer between heme a and the binuclear site,
presumably by replacing water molecules in the structure, in
accordance with earlier observations of water dynamics in
cytochrome oxidase by Kornblatt and coworkers [107,108].
Build-up of the formamide blockade required several turnovers
of the enzyme, which was then stalled essentially in the O state
since no P or F intermediates accumulated [106]. In our view,
this finding suggests water dynamics in the K-pathway, such
that it may be filled with water molecules during the oxidative
phase (PM→OH; Fig. 2) to become proton-conductive during
the reductive phase (OH→R), after which it is again emptied,
except for the very few water molecules seen in the static crystal
structures [3,23,62,63]. The trigger for filling the K-pathway
with water might be formation of the tyrosinate-244 anion at the
bottom of this pathway (Fig. 2). This might be sufficient since
Hummer et al. [109] have demonstrated that very small changes
in the attraction between the walls of a nanotube and water
molecules within the tube can have a dramatic “all or none”
effect of filling or emptying the tube. This idea may be tested by
molecular dynamics simulations of the K-pathway in the two
protonation states of tyr-244.
16. Conclusion
The described mechanism may be briefly summarised as
follows. Electron transfer into heme a increases the proton
affinity (pK) of the pump site X, which can now accept a proton
from the N-side of the membrane. The protonation of X, which
is much slower than heme a reduction, raises the redox potential
of the binuclear site domain, which now attracts the electron
and further stabilises the proton at X. Electron transfer to the
binuclear site, in turn, increases the proton affinity for that site,
which results in uptake of the chemical proton. The latter event
decreases the proton affinity of the pump site back to its original
low value, which drives the expulsion of the pumped proton
towards the P-side of the membrane [24,25]. The mechanism, as
described, is one of pure electrostatic coupling, where
dissipative leak reactions are avoided in part due to kinetic
gating, the necessity of which has been anticipated [31,64,93].
In view of the delicate balance between rates of productive
proton-pumping and short-circuit pathways, as analysed here, it
is entirely possible that the mechanism requires further gating
that has not been identified so far. It is also clear that the
described sequence of the pump mechanism (Fig. 1) need not be
1212 M. Wikström, M.I. Verkhovsky / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1767 (2007) 1200–1214unique, but that both the sequence and the intrinsic rates may
vary in the four proton-pumping steps of the catalytic cycle,
even though the basic coupling principles prevail. Finally, we
have given evidence for the tentative identity of the pump site
X. The A-propionate group of heme a3 resides in a very well-
conserved domain of the heme-copper oxidase structures, and
histidine-291 is also fully conserved.
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